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Abstract--This paper presents the necessary conditions for solving Chebyshev minimax (or maximax) 
problems with bounded control. The jump conditions obtained are applicable to problems with single or 
multiple maxima. By using Contensou domain of maneuverability, it is shown that when the maxima are 
isolated single points the control is generally continuous at the jump point in the minimax problems and 
discontinuous in the maximax problems in which the first time derivative of the maximax function contains 
the control variable. The theory is applied to the problem of maximizing the flight radius in a closed circuit 
glide of a hypervelocity vehicle and to a maximax optimal control problem in which the control appears 
explicitly with the first time derivative of the maximax function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there is a strong interest in the 
so-called "Chebyshev minimax problem" in which 
the maximum of a scalar function F(x)  at an interior 
point is minimized[I,2]. Applications can be found in 
problems of reentry trajectories along which one 
seeks to minimize the peak deceleration or heating 
rate. A typical derivation of the necessary conditions 
based on the calculus of variations was given in[2] for 
one single maximum. This paper gives the necessary 
conditions for the minimax (or maximax) problems 
for the more general case where the control is 
bounded and the function F(x)  may have several 
equal maxima. In particular, we discuss the con- 
tinuity of the control at the jump point where the 
function F(x)  reaches its maximum value. Several 
examples were considered to illustrate the application 
of the theory. 
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
We consider the following problem 
Minimize: (or Maximize) max F(x)  
tttto,t~ 
subject to 
Yc = f ( x ,  u), X(to) = x o 
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In the equations x is an n-dimensional state vector, 
u is an r-dimensional control with U being a bounded 
set in R r. An admissible control u is a piecewise 
continuous vector function with its value at t, u(t)EU. 
The eqn (3) defines an m-dimensional terminal mani- 
fold. Let uj be a scalar control. The minimax scalar 
function F[x(t)] is said to be of order q with respect 
to the control uj if dqF/dt ~ is the derivative of F which 
first contains uj explicitly. 
To obtain the necessary conditions for the min- 
imax problem we consider an augmented state ~ by 
adding to x a new component x.+~ such that 
Yc = f i x ,  u) 
:~.+l = 0 
o~ (x z) = o 
x(to) = Xo, x.+l(to) = free. (5) 
The performance index to be minimized is 
J = x,+l(tf) (6) 
with an artificially introduced state variable con- 
straint such that 
g(X) = F(x)  - x.+, <. O. (7) 
In this Mayer type problem, we introduce an aug- 
mented adjoint variable .~ = (p,p.+j) to form the 
Hamiltonian 
n =pT:r = p ~  (8) 
with adjoint equations 
Since 
aH OH 
~b =- -~-x ,  p , + l = - 0 x , + l = 0 .  (9) 
x,+t is obviously a constant, by the per- 
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formance index (6), we minimize this quantity and by 
the inequality constraint (7) we indeed minimize the 
maximum value of F(x) in the interval [to, t:]. The 
problem is now cast into a well defined optimal 
control problem with state variable constraint where 
Pontryagin necessary conditions are available. At 
each instant, the Hamiltonian is maximized with 
respect to the control, and at the point where the 
boundary g ( 2 ) =  0 is reached, we have the jump 
conditions 
H + = H -  (10) 
p + = ~ - + # grad [g (2)], (11) 
where # is a constant parameter to be determined and 
subscripts ( - ) and ( + ) denote the condition before 
and after the point of contact, respectively [3]. Pon- 
tryagin's derivation of the jump conditions aims at 
the case where after entering the boundary at the time 
t], the trajectory continues on that boundary for a 
time interval (tl,t~). The proof requires that the 
components of the vector @/Ou are linearly indepen- 
dent. This implies that q = 1 for all uj. In this case, 
F(x) may be allowed to display a flat maximum after 
t, (Fig. la). But this condition of linear independence 
is not enforced if the trajectory leaves the boundary 
immediately after the time ft. This is the case where 
the maxima of F(x) are isolated points (Fig. lb). 
Then q can be arbitrary in this case. 
We first consider the case where the maxima at 
contact points are isolated points. They are neces- 
sarily equal in the present formulation. 
At the time 6, from the definition (7) of g(2), we 
write the jump condition (11) explicitly 
p+=p  +l~tF x (12) 
P++~ =P2+l-- ,ul .  (13) 
Let H* be the maximized Hamiltonian. Then, at tl 
H,=p+, f+  =P Tf_, (14) 
where f+ =f(x,  u + ), f =f(x, u- ) ,  with u + and u - 
being the respective optimal control. Using the jump 
condition (12), we obtain 
p_rf = p_ , f  + + ,iFxTf+. 
Rearranging the equation, we have 
p_T(f _ f+)=t~p(x ,u+) .  (15) 
Similarly, we have the equation 
p + r ( f  -f+)=,u~F'(x,u ). (16) 
In the case where q > 1, F does not contain u 
explicitly and /~(x) = 0 since F(x) is a maximum at 
tl. Then 
p + r ( f _ _ f + ) = p _ r ( f  - f + ) = 0 .  (17) 
It is enlightening to interpret this result using Con- 
tensou domain of maneuverability[4]. It is defined as 
the reachable domain D(x) in the hodograph space 
V = 2 =f(x,  u), (18) 
for all uEU. Then, the maximization of the Ham- 
iitonian H =prfleads to selecting the vector V* on 
the convex boundary of D. If the point is regular, that 
is if it is on the natural convex portion, 
f (x ,  u +) =f(x,  u-), and the control is continuous at 
the point t~ (Fig. 2a). If the point is at the edge of a 
switching (Fig. 2b), the control is discontinuous[5]. 
The vector difference ( f  - f  + ) is orthogonal to both 
P - r  and p+~. In two-dimensional space, the three 
vector p , p + and E~ are collinear. Since the function 
f (x ,  u) is known, it is possible to detect whether or 
not we have a possible switching by examining the 
domain of maneuverability. In general, we have the 
case of Fig. 2a and we can conclude that for the case 
where q > i with isolated single or multiple maxima, 
although the adjoint variable is generally discon- 
tinuous, the control itself is continuous. For any 
order q, it will be shown that in general, p~ > 0 and, 
for q = 1, in the minimax problem P(x, u ) > 0 and 
P(x, u + ) < 0. Then, from eqn (15), since 
p_r(f  - f + ) = H * - p  r f + > 0 ,  we deduce that 
P(x,u+)>_O. Similarly, from eqn (16), we have 
P(x, u - ) <  0. These relations lead to 
-~(x,u+)=te(x,u ) = 0 .  (19) 
We have the same conclusion for the continuity of the 
control as for the case where q > 1. On the other 
hand in the maximax problem, the necessary condi- 
(Cl) q = l  
I ; I 
I 1 
I 1 
to t I t, t 2 t~, t f  
F{x) 
t 







to tt t2 t k tf 
Fig. 1. Multiple flat maxima and isolated maxima. 
" J p ' /  (b) 
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Fig. 2. D o m a i n  o f  maneuverab i l i ty  at  j u m p  point .  
tions are the same, and in general, #~ < 0. Then, we 
have p - ~ ( f -  - f + )  > 0, and hence ( f -  - f + )  q: 0, 
and in general the control is discontinuous at the 
jump point. 
In the minimax problem, and in the case of several 
maxima, since by eqn (9), P.+l = constant, and since 
x.+~(to) is free, p#+j( f i )= 0. Then, from eqn (13), 
P.++ i(tl) = - #1 = P ~+ ~(t2) since P.+l remains constant  
whether or not  the trajectory stays on the boundary  
or leaves it immediately, 
Again, we use the jump condition (13) at the 
entering point  t2 to obtain p++~(t2)=pi+j( t : ) -#2 = 
- ~1 + #2). By repeating the process, we have finally 
+ t P.+z(*) = --(#1 + #2 +"  • #*) 
= p . +  l(t l)  = --  OJlax(.+ l)i. 
Therefore, for the minimax problem 
#1 + #2 + • • • + #k = 1. (20) 
All the #k are non  negative since p,+1(t) is a step 
function decreasing from 0 to - I .  
For  the maximax problem, we simply observe that 
the jump conditions are local conditions at the jump 
points t k. Then, we maximize the performance index 
(6), with the state constraint (7) changed into 
g(~)  = x,+, - F (x )  <_ O. (21) 
We have the same jump conditions (10) and (11), 
but now since we maximize x,+j(tf), p ,+ l ( t l )=  
OJ/Ox(,+~v= 1. All the #k are non positive and 
gl + #2 + .  • - +/~, = - 1. (22) 
Equations (20) and (22) are valid for the case of flat 
maxima where q = 1 except that the #k can be 
negative or positive. 
Finally, for the case where q > 1 and F(x )  displays 
several flat maxima as shown in Fig. l(a), we can 
restrict to the case of one single scalar control and use 
Bryson and Ho's  treatment of  state inequality con- 
straint of  higher order[6]. The jump condition (11) is 
replaced by the condit ion at the entry point  tk 
p +(t,) = p -(tk) + #kFx + Nxrlk (23) 
P~++l(/k) = P#+l(tk) - -  # k  (24) 
where Nx is an n x (q - l) matrix and r/, is a (q - 1) 
column vector 
: F ~ £  Oj~'l OF(q- |)1 
N. Lax ax . . . . .  ax J 
i.~k = [17k, ~2 k . . . . .  ~qk ]]T. (25)  
For  the minimax problem, the relation (20) is still 
valid. 
We shall apply the maximax theory to some prob- 
lems of particular interest. 
3. MAXIMUM FLIGHT RADIUS IN CLOSED 
CIRCUIT GLIDE 
Consider the glide in a horizontal plane of a lifting 
vehicle with eqns [7]: 
~ = v cos ~b, ) = v  s i n e  
0 =  2E'co I + ~  ( l + t a n 2 a ) '  ¢ t a n e  
v 
(26) 
Here we use dimensionless variables with coordinates 
x and y, speed v and heading angle ~. The single 
control is the bank angle , ,  restricted to a maximum 
value a ~  = 70 °. In the equations, E* is the max- 
imum lift-to-drag ratio of the vehicle taken as 
E * =  20 for a low altitude glider. The parameter o~ 
includes other physical characteristics of the vehicle 
and is inversely proportional to the density of  the 
atmosphere at the flight altitude. Hence we use it as 
defining the flight level with higher a~ for higher 
altitude. The flight starts at the origin with the initial 
condit ion 
to=0, X o = y o = ¢ o = O ,  v 0 = l .  (27) 
It is proposed to modulate the bank angle to fly a 
closed circuit such that the flight range from the 
origin is maximized. Hence, we maximize the max- 
imum of the function 
F = x 2 + y2 (28) 
in the interval rE[t0, if]. The final condit ion imposed 
is 
t I = free, xf = Yi = 0, $ / =  free, v i =  ~x//-~--~. (29) 
A.A. 15/6-7--1 
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The final speed vf is the stall speed attained when the 
normalized lift coefficient 2 attains its maximum 
value, taken as 2m~, = 2. 
First, we notice that 
F ( x , y ) = 2 v ( x  cos o + y  sin qJ). (30) 
The derivative/~ does not contain the control, and we 
have q > 1. It is easy to show that the domain of 
maneuverability in the (~, ~) space is a parabola. 
Hence, it is convex with the only possible switching 
- v  2 (C1 cos O + Cz sin qJ) + x/v 4 (Cl 
Using the first two equations in the last equation, we 
deduce that C f  --- C ; ,  and since qJlis free, we obtain 
from p~(tr) = 0 
C~- = C3 = 0. (35) 
We see that the adjoint vector p is discontinuous 
although the control in the bank angle is continuous. 
This can be verified directly by noticing that for a 
time free problem, Co = 0, and using the Hamiltonian 
integral with the solution for the adjoint variables 
and the control law (32) to obtain explicitly 
cos ~O + C 2 sin O) z + (Cly - -  C2X)2[(1)4/ (D 2) "~- 11 
tan a = (36) 
( Cly - C2x ) 
of the control between a~x and --O'max. It would 
require that p ,  = 0. Hence, the control is continuous 
at jump point. 
The Hamiltonian of the problem is 
U 2 
H =p,,v cos ~k +pyV sin ~, - p v - 2 E . o  
[ 092 ] tan~r (31) x l + ~ - ( l + t a n 2 a )  + p ~ - - .  
The maximization of the Hamiltonian leads to the 
optimal bank angle 
tan~r =P~(-~).p~, (32) 
In this problem, we have the classical integrals: 
Px = C1, Pv = 6"2, pc, = CIy - Czx + Cs, H = C o. (33) 
Hence, the adjoint equations are completely inte- 
grated, and the optimal control is expressed explicitly 
in terms of the state variables and constants of 
integration. 
The function F has only one maximum in the 
interval [t 0, tl]. Therefore, for a maximax problem, 
/~ = - 1 and we can write the jump condition (11) at 
the point (x~, Y0 where F is maximized. 
Ci ~ = Ci- - 2xl 
C~- = C~- - 2y~ 
C ( y ] - C ~ x ~  + C ~ = C { y ~ - C ~ x I  + C ; .  (34) 
The control is used with C~ and C 2 before the jump 
point tl and C~- and C [  after the jump while using 
eqn (34) for the transformation of the constants. The 
time t~ is obtained using the condition 
f'(tl)=2Vl(XlCOS~bl + y l s in@l)=O.  (37) 
The fact that the control is continuous at the jump 
point is seen by using eqns (34) and (37) to verify that 
Ci ~ cos ~b I + C~ sin ~1 = Ci- cos ~O l + C~ sin ~b 1 
C~-yl - C~x,  = Ci-yI - C~x l .  (38) 
We also notice that since F does not contain v and ~b, 
p~ and p~ are continuous. Therefore, the bank angle 
is continuous in virtue of eqn (32). The computation 
of the optimal trajectory consists of selecting the 
initial constants C~ and C2 for the integration, with 
transformation at the jump point, until the stall speed 
v/while using the conditions x / = y / = 0  for adjust- 
ment. Several trajectories with various values of ~9 are 
shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that there exists an altitude, 
in terms of the parameter co, providing the largest 
maximum range. 
We have also considered the problem of minimum 
flight radius. The difference is that since it is a 
minimax problem, #~ = i. We have plotted in Fig. 4, 
at the flight level co = 0.74, the two trajectories for 
maximum radius, with Rma x = 1.83, and minimum 
radius, with R~i n = 0.596 using the same terminal 
conditions. The bank controls for the two trajectories 
are markedly different as shown in Fig. 5. 
0.7 to = 0.5 
× 
Fig; 3. Optimal trajectories for maximum flight radius at several flight altitudes. 
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to = 0 . 7 4  
-0,20 ~ 0.20 0.60 1.00 1.40 1.811 
x 
Fig. 4. Optimal trajectories with maximum and minimum 
radius. 
Although both bank angles start and end at zero 
value, in the maximax problem the bank increases 
slowly to its peak value at the jump point and 
decreases while, in the minimax problem the bank 
angle increases rapidly to its maximum allowable 
value of 70 ° and stays at this boundary for a while 
for a tight turning before decreasing to zero. By 
taking the derivative of  eqn (32), it is a simple exercise 
to show that # is continuous except at the jump point 
where 
O- - o  + +v~x/~  + y~ +_Rv] 
, (39) 
sin 2a pc, p~ 
where the + sign on the righthand side corresponds 
to the maximax problem and the - sign for the 
minimax problem. Therefore, the variation of the 
optimal bank angle has a discontinuity in the slope 
at the jump point except when it is on the boundary 
O'ma x. 
The example considered is a test example using a 
flat earth model with a vehicle having high lift 
performance. We now consider the glide at very high 
altitude over a spherical earth of a hypervelocity 





Fig. 5. Bank control for maximum and minimum radius. 
we have the dimensionless equations of motion[8]: 
O = cos ~/cos q~, ~ = sin ¢ 
I co2(l--v)2( 1 ] v 1 + + tan 2 a )  
= - e*----~ -P-  
~) = (1 - v____~) tan a - cos ~ tan q~. (40) 
V 
Here, 0 denotes the longitude of the vehicle, ~b its 
latitude, and ¢ is the heading. The control is the bank 
angle a. Again, E* is the maximum lift-to-drag ratio 
of the vehicle taken as E* = 7 for the computation. 
As for the case of a flat earth, the constant to is a 
parameter specifying the flight altitude. More 
specifically, we define 
2m 
to pSC~r (41) 
where p is the density at the flight distances r, m the 
mass of the vehicle with reference area S and C~ is 
the lift coefficient at maximum lift-to-drag ratio. The 
speed variable v is defined as the square of the ratio 
of the actual speed to the circular speed at distance 
r, and the independent variable is the dimensionless 
arc length s, that is 
V 2 d( ) r d( ) 
v = - - ,  ( ' )  . . . . .  (42) 
gr ds V dt 
For constant flight altitude, the lift coefficient is 
related to the bank angle by the relation: 
c ~  t o ( 1  - v )  
- -  = - - .  ( 4 3 )  
Ct v c o s  a 
The initial speed is taken as slightly subcircular. 
Hence, we have the initial condition: 
s 0=0 ,  0 0 = ~ 0 = ~ o = 0 ,  v0=0.95. (44) 
At the final time, for a closed circuit glide, we have: 
s: = free, O: = ~b z=  0, ~,: = free, v = v:. (45) 
The final speed is the stall speed, computed from eqn 
(43) with CL = C~,,, e = 0. In the computation, we 
take the value to = 1/3, C~,,/C~ = 2.2 and this results 
in vz= 1/7.6. Below this speed, level flight can no 
longer be maintained at the altitude selected. 
At any instant, the angle 6 from the vehicle to the 
origin is given by cos 6 = cos 0 cos ~b. Hence, we 
maximize the maximum of the function 
F = - cos O cos ¢ (46)  
over the interval [so, s:]. 
First we notice that 
~" = sin 0 cos $ + cos 0 sin $ sin ~b. (47) 
We have a q > l problem. Again, we can conclude by 
inspecting the domain of maneuverability that the 
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bank control is continuous at the jump point where 
P(sl) =0 .  This also can be seen by forming the 
Hamil tonian 
cos @ + v 
H = Po c~s@ po sin V/ - P~. E ~o  
[ °92(1 -- v)2 (1 + tanZ o-)] 
x l +  v ~  
["-" ] + P* v tan a - cos 0 tan 4~ (48) 
and maximizing it with respect to the bank control to 
have the opt imum condition 
tan a = E*p¢, (49) 




'~0.~ 0.20 0.40 0/60 
LONGITUDE (RAD) 
Fig. 6. Maximum flight radius over a spherical earth. 
Then, since v and 0 are not contained in the function 
F, their adjoints are continuous at the jump point and 
by eqn (49) the bank angle is continuous at the point. 
Again, in this problem, we have the classical 
integrals[8] 
H=Co, po=Cl 
p,  = C2 sin 0 - C3 cos 0 
p~, = C1 sin ~b + (C2 cos 0 + C 3 sin 0)cos ~b. (50) 
First, we notice that for a time free problem 
C~ = Co = 0. Then, for a maximax problem with 
one single isolated maxima, # = - 1, we use the jump 
condition (I 1) to obtain 
C~ = C/- - sin0x cos 4h 
CJ- sin 01 - C ]  cos 01 
= C{ sin 01 - C3 cos 01 - cos 01 sin 4h 
Ci ~ sin 4h + ( C+ cos 01 + C~ sin 01) cos ~ 
= C1 sin q~l + (C~- cos 01,+ C3 sin 00cos~ l .  (51) 
Using the first equation, we rewrite the other two 
equations 
(C]  - C{)  cot 01 + (C~ - C3-) = sin ~ 
-(C~-C2)tanOl+(C~-C3)=sin~bl .  (52) 
We deduce that C{ =C~ =p,(s:)=O. Hence, we 
have the jump relation: 
C ~ = C i - - s i n 0 1 c o s q 5 1 ,  C J = C 3 + s i n 0 v  (53) 
As before, we select Ci- and C3 with the trans- 
formation (53) to match the prescribed end condi- 
tions while using the optimal law 
- -B + ~/B 2 + (p¢/¢~)2[1 + (rn2/v2)(l -- v) 2] 
tan a = 




B = C 1 c o s  (]) c o s  I~ 
- C3(cos 0 sin @ + sin 0 sin 4) cos @). (56) 
At the jump point, the bank angle is continuous but 
its derivative is discontinuous according to 
6"---6" + 1 x / I _ c o s 2 0 1 c o s 2 ~ l  sin61 (57) 
sin 2o - 2p, = 2p---~-' 
where 61 is the maximized range angle. 
Figure 6 shows the trajectory computed with the 
given data while Fig. 7 presents the history of the 
optimal bank angle. A sight discontinuity in the slope 
is observed at the point of maximum range. The value 
of E* used for the computat ion is rather high for any 
hypervelocity vehicle in the near future. We have 
experimented with lower values of E* but  since we 
have restricted the flight at constant high altitude, a 
closed circuit flight is not achievable before the stall 
speed. On the other hand, with low value of max- 
imum lift-to-drag ratio, closed circuit glide is feasible 
if we allow the altitude to decrease to sea level, or if 
we add a thrust to partially cancel the drag. 
8 
8 
0.148 0,8~ 1.20 1. ~n 
DIMENSIONLESS TI~E 
J 
p,  = C, sin ~b + C3 sin 0 cos q5 (55) Fig. 7. Bank control for maximum flight radius. 
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4. A M A X I M A X  P R O B L E M  W I T H  q - -  1 
It has been mentioned that for the case q -- 1 with 
isolated maxima, the control is in general discon- 
t inuous in the maximax problem. We consider the 
following problem: 
max (max x2) 
to[0, if] 
3¢ 1 = X2  "~- U 2 
£2 = - x 2  + u 
xl(0) and xl(t/) given with t/prescribed. 
X2(0)  = x2(tf) = 0 .  ( 5 8 )  
We introduce a component  x3 to be maximized at 
the final time, subject to 
x3 = 0, x3(0) = free, x: - x 2 < 0. (59) 
The Hamil tonian of the problem is 
H = p l ( x 2  + u 2) + P2(  - x2  "[- u ) ,  (60) 
with solution for the adjoint 
pj = Cl,P2 = C2e'+ Cl, (61) 
and optimal control 
P2 1 {C2 , "~ 
u = /" : -  e + 1). (62) 
2p, 2 \ e l  
Here F = x 2 and with one maximum, /~1---- - - 1 ,  the 
jump condit ion (11) provides: 
p + = p ( ,  p f = p f - l .  (63) 
Then, at the time t 1 
C ~ = C ? ,  C ~ = C f - e - " .  (64) 
The discontinuity in the control is seen from 
I l 
u + - u - - (C~ - C f )  e" = (65) 
2C1 2C(  
The problem is completely integrable. Let 
Cf  = kC[  = kC~ = kC. (66) 
Enforcing only the terminal conditions 
x2(O) =x:( t : )=0 while leaving xl(0) and xl(tf) as 
specified parameters, we have the solution in the 
interval [0, tl ]: 
x:(t)= -~+ e-' 4 2 
l) t k e t -  +2  Xl(t ) = - -~ + -~ e- 
k: k 2 + ._~_ e2t + 1 - ~ +  x~(0). (67) 
After the time fi, with the jump relation (64) we have 
the control: 
u(t) = - 1 (kC - e - " )  e' - - 1  (68) 
2" 
By integrating the state equations starting from xl(fi) 
and x2(tl), we have the trajectory for the second half 
x2(t)= + ~ - 4 - d  e - ~ - d ( k C - e - ~ ) e - ~  
t 1 
x,(t) = - ~ + ~ ( k C  - e - " )  e' 
- ( k +  ~ - ~  e"e-')  + ~---cs(kC -e-")2e2' 
1 k 2 1 k 
"+ 2 8 8C: + 4-C e" + x~(0). (69) 
We notice that the trajectory x2(t) is symmetric with 
respect to the line t I since x f ( t ) =  x~(2t 1 - t )  if 
1 
ke 2t' --I- (k W 2) - ~ e t' = 0 .  (70) 
But, this is the same as when we write the condit ion 
that xz(2tl) = x2(0) = 0. Therefore, if we use the initial 
condition x2(0)=0,  the trajectory x2(t) is always 
symmetric in the interval [0, 2fi] with respect to t I and 
if we furthermore impose the condition x2(t:) = 0, we 
have the exact solution: 
t I = tf/2, (71) 
when x2 is maximized. By writing the condit ion that 
xl(ty ) = xj(2tl) and using eqn (70) for simplification, 
we have 
1 k t~ 1 k 
x,(O) -- Xl(tf) + ~-~ 2 2 8C2 + ~ e" = 0. (72) 
Finally by eliminating C between the eqns (70) and 
(72), we have a quadratic equation for k. 
1 2t 1 (e ~ - e-2t~)k 2 + ~ (1 - e 2t')k + Xl(0) 
1 tl 1 
- x ~ ( t : ) - ~ 2  2 2 e - 2 ' ~ = 0 "  (73) 
The condit ion for real roots is 
tj -- tanh tl >-- 2 [xl(0) - xl(tf)]. (74) 
The equation is general, subject only to the condit ion 
that x2(0 ) = x2(t/)= 0. For  the case where tf = 3, we 
have tl = 1.5, and taking xl(0 ) = - 5 ,  Xl(t:)= 0, we 
have: 
k = - 1.549221 
C?  = -0 .146144 
C f  = 0.226410. (75) 
The maximized value of the maximum of x 2 is 
XE(t I ) = 1 . 2 6 0 9 2 7 .  (76) 
Figure 8 shows the variation ofx2(t ) and Fig. 9 shows 
the variation of the opt imum control u(t) with dis- 
continuity at ft. For  comparison, we have plotted in 
Fig. 8 in dashed line the trajectory x2(t ) with the 
maximum enclosed area, giving a maximum value of 
x 2 equal to 0.9256. 
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Fig. 8. Optimal trajectory for max (max x2). 
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Fig. 9. Optimal control with discontinuity at ft. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The necessary conditions for the minimax (or 
maximax) problem have been derived by trans- 
forming the problem into an optimal control problem 
with state constraint. The jump conditions obtained 
are applicable to all problems with a single or multi- 
ple maxima. For problems with flat maxima, it is 
necessary that the first time derivative of the minimax 
function contains all the control variables or only one 
scalar control is involved. If the maxima are isolated 
points, the order of the derivative in which the 
control appears explicitly for the first time can be 
arbitrary. In particular, the continuity of the control 
at the jump point is discussed. 
Several examples were considered to illustrate the 
application of  the theory. 
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